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editorial

Dear Reader,
Welcome to the world of micro service
markets – a fascinating terrain with
plenty of opportunities, but also slippery
slopes. Please join us on our journey to explore their promises and pitfalls.
Nowadays, we are all aware of the fact that
services play an increasingly powerful role
in our personal lives, but also in the organizations, economies and societies we live
in. We are, however, less aware of the vast
number and variety of online marketplaces
and platforms that promise to provide us
with a service for any little task we want to
have done. These services can be called
micro services and are usually offered via
online platforms that build on a simple market mechanism – connecting supply and
demand.
These Open Service Lab Notes explain
more about this exciting new field which is
of high relevance to business practice. The
notes are designed to offer you a shortcut
to understanding and reflecting on the field.
They provide a brief overview of the terrain,
map current practice and future promises,
but will also invite you to reflect on potential
future avenues for business practice jointly
with us. We hope you will enjoy being involved in sound academic research conversations that aim to co-create knowledge
for current and future real-world challenges.

The Open Service Lab Notes are published
as a regular update and showcase recent
research and the latest discussions of the
members of the Open Service Lab (OSL).
This virtual open laboratory is hosted at the
Friedrich-Alexander University of ErlangenNuremberg (FAU) in partnership with the
Service Factory of the Fraunhofer IIS in Nuremberg. The aim of this network is to bring
together national and international experts
in service science, pioneers in service innovation as well as sponsors and research
partners. As a platform for interaction between researchers and practitioners, the
Open Service Lab seeks to establish a networking space for key players in the field
of services and services innovation. The
Open Service Lab Notes will keep you upto-date with the lively exchange on current
relevant subjects in the field.
Feel free to join our conversations online at
OSLNotes.com or to provide us with service innovation challenges that need to be
solved!

Albert Heuberger

Kathrin M. Möslein
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getting work
done
by many

Imagine a situation where you have a file
with about 5,000 unnamed photographs
on your computer.

Imagine a situation where you have a file
with about 5,000 unnamed photographs
on your computer. This pile of photographs
would be valuable to use for you or your
company if you only knew what these pictures showed so you could categorize them
accordingly and search through them. Who
could do this task of going through every
single of those 5,000 pictures and describing each picture in a few tags? If you are
a company owner, you might think about
giving this task to some of your employees,
figuring out how to make the task of tagging pictures not look like a punishment.
But your employees are scarce resources
and surely have more important things to
do. So instead of forcing some poor trainee
or summer worker (that you have to find,
interview, pay and provide a seat for), you
could give this task to “the crowd”!
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To give a task to an unknown, undefined
crowd via “crowdsourcing” is a special process of outsourcing. It means that a crowdsourcer (you with the file of photographs)
gives a service task to “the people out
there” who can be your service providers
without ever meeting you or talking to you.
The crowd consists of amateurs, experts
or volunteers performing tasks e.g. going
through one or some of your photographs
in their free time to pass the time and earn a
few pence. In this case, where the crowd is
solving very small tasks such as identifying
an object on a picture within a very short
time as a tiny fraction of the whole task to
be completed, we talk about “micro tasks”.
To connect crowdsourcers with people
willing to complete service tasks, online
marketplaces are developing constant-
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ly and fast. There are plenty of platforms
emerging to provide a wide spectrum of
services and perform work: Amazon Mechanical Turk is the best known example of
a micro service market for general human
intelligence tasks, whilst other micro service marketplaces are highly specialized
e.g. translations (MyGengo.com), transcription (CastingWords.com) or having a picture taken from a poster on an advertising
space (Streetspotr.com).

amazon
mechanical
turk

what Are click work
Services?

Amazon Mechanical Turk is a web service by Amazon offering a marketplace
for human intelligence tasks, tasks that
computers are currently unable to do. The
name Mechanical Turk comes from "The
Turk," a chess-playing automaton of the
18th century, which was made by Wolfgang
von Kempelen. It toured Europe, beating
the likes of Napoleon Bonaparte and Benjamin Franklin. It was later revealed that this
"machine" was not an automaton at all, but
in fact a chess master hidden in a special
compartment controlling its operations.
Likewise, the Mechanical Turk web service
allows humans to help the machines of today to perform tasks for which they are not
suited.

Micro services are often very short and simple “click-work” tasks
to be performed collectively and simultaneously by a large crowd
of people. “Click working” refers to the fact that these jobs are
being done online and can be performed within seconds, in only
a few clicks. The term “click work” is often used synonymously for
human intelligence tasks (HIT).

Amazon has more than 500,000 workers in 190 countries of the world working
on tasks such as cleaning data, categorizing items, testing and content creation.
Rewards for jobs are between 1 cent and
$10.

Human intelligence tasks are defined as tasks that humans
can perform easily but a computer currently cannot perform, as it
may be extremely difficult, costly or even impossible to program a
HIT. The term HIT is strongly linked to Amazon‘s Mechanical Turk,
which introduced the concept on a broad range.
Typical click-working tasks include tagging objects and people
in a picture, “liking” a fanpage on Facebook or proofreading digitalized text.
Still, micro jobs are not limited to mouse clicking: editorial work,
writing product descriptions or translations are other examples of
online jobs advertised by micro service markets to be performed
in an online setting.
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micro Service markets

Individual service tasks

tasks for the crowd
and tasks
for individuals
Service tasks for the crowd
Micro service tasks such as click work
are, as described above, small tasks that
were previously performed within an organization. To solve these tasks by making
use of the crowd’s simultaneous collective
peer service production, tasks have to be
split up into small, or rather, tiny, jobs.
This means that the task offered on a micro service market has to be easy to understand, without any need for elaborate
introductions – this is to make sure that
the content of the task will not be misunderstood and that the understanding of the
task will not take longer than the completion of the task itself. This is why it is mostly
tasks with low complexity that are suitable
for completion by micro service workers.
A typical task is: “Answer the question: Are
these two products the same?”. To solve

such a micro job, neither
special education nor noteworthy skills are necessary. The value creation
with crowd service performance is achieved through
the number of people performing the same task in a
short period of time.
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Different from micro service markets
that serve as a platform between a contractor and the mass of workers, there are
micro service markets which act as a platform between a contractor and single persons. Whilst click work is, in most cases,
a top-down approach where a contractor
offers a task to be performed, you can
find bottom-up approaches in individual
micro service markets. Online micro job
platforms like odesk.com or fiverr.com resemble stock exchange markets for micro
service performances offered bottom-up,
meaning that individuals are offering their
work power for specific tasks for a certain
price. These individual micro service markets are suitable for small, short time jobs
requiring some skills or experience, such
as business card design, SEO optimization, translations of a few paragraphs etc.
Unlike crowd services, job placements
on individual micro service platforms
are often arranged by a tender procedure. This means that, by assigning
a job on an individual micro service
market, direct contact between the
contracting party and the performing party is necessary, so that
more complex tasks can be explained or so that background
information can be given. The
tender procedure makes sure
that the contractor only has to
pay for the service when satisfied with the result. This way, individual micro service markets are a
time and risk saver in cases where
the effort of finding somebody to
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do a job requiring certain skills might take
longer for the contracting party than it takes
the service performer to complete the job.
A special form of individual micro service markets are platforms for regional,
offline jobs. Following the same process,
micro service markets such as taskrabbit.
com trade work power for services such as
shopping, lawn mowing, doing laundry or
setting up an IKEA bookshelf.

micro Service markets

01

how to use a micro
Service market as
a contractor

When faced with a project to be outsourced as a task to a micro service market to
be solved by the crowd, the first essential
step for the offering party is to split this
project into easily understandable tasks,
which require nearly no explanation. It has
to be defined what guidelines are to be
used, what additional data might be needed to compare pictures to, what lengths of
text can be suitable and meaningful, how
many completed tasks are required for the
project to be successful, etc.
With the help of the chosen micro service
market provider, the task and its description will then be published in an open call to
the crowd. Right away, the job appears in
an interface on the micro service market
platform, ready for micro service workers to
sign in for the task. Micro service workers
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with the mandatory skills are now able to
perform the job day or night, once or several times, as they wish. Right afterwards, the
platform provider or the contractor himself
has to check that the task has been performed well and correctly. Only after that, the
micro service worker will be rewarded for
his service performance.

define project
& goal

05
approval of job
by client or service
platform provider

04
qualified workers
sign in for the task

02
split project into
small tasks & phrase the micro task

After the required amount of completed
micro tasks has been reached, the micro
service platform provider will close the job
and finish the project. The data relating to
the completed task is transferred to the
contractor and ready for usage and value
creation at the contractor’s unit.
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publication of micro tasks
on an micro service market

payment of approved
work
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micro Service markets

registration on a
micro service
market platform

how micro service
markets function
for the micro service
worker

05
micro job
performance

02
qualification
via a test

The typical procedure for performing a micro service job is that
the micro service worker registers on a micro service site. After
free registration, the future micro service worker is asked to qualify
for specific tasks or projects by e.g. writing a short text, completing a proofreading test or performing a translation exercise. Only
after that, micro jobs that suit the worker’s skills are offered on the
worker’s dashboard of free jobs. The micro service worker signs in
for a job and completes one or several of the micro tasks.
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04

access to micro
job offering

sign in for
the micro job

After finishing a task, the results are either delivered to the job
offering party directly, as with Amazons‘ Mechanical Turk, or the
completed job is approved by a middle instance and then passed
on to the recipient business client, as is the case at clickworker.
com. Payment for the completed job ranges between cents and a
few euros for a virtual job that takes a few seconds to a few hours.

06
reward
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application process that includes a video interview, a secure background check and an online training program. After this extended
qualification, micro service workers are part of the job stock exchange: according to the qualification, a job applicant has to give
a price bid for the offered job. The lowest bidder gets the job and
will afterwards receive an evaluation of the performance on his/
her platform profile. The reward for the services might start from
a few and might be up to about a 100 euros for an online or offline
service job.

For micro service jobs that require “friendly, safe and reliable people” as with the individual micro service marketplace taskrabbit.com, there is an additional request for information about
the applicant. The potential service provider has to go through an
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micro Service markets

benefits and
challenges Of using
micro service markets

Still there are some limitations for
outsourcing micro service tasks:
It can be more difficult than initially envisaged to split a task into
bits that are tiny enough and that require almost no explanation as
required in this setting.
Tasks cannot include high security or confidential data that are
for internal use only.
Even though most of the micro service market sites include
pre-testing of skills, the quality of e.g. editorial work might not
always be the same as if done internally; accordingly different
quality measurement mechanisms are required.

Micro service platforms offer a great
opportunity in several scenarios:
If a company has a huge database of something that needs to
be structured or evaluated in some way, micro service platforms
can help to get this “click-work” job done that no single person or
group of people from the firm would be able and willing to do.
If a small or very small company needs to outsource small jobs
that are not in the center of business, complex micro service tasks
can help to save time, trouble and money to get little jobs done.
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Micro Service
Markets
elance.com

streetspotr.com

castingwords.com

Elance, Inc.

Streetspotr GmbH

CastingWords, LLC

Elance, partnering with odesk to provide
a wide range of workers across 180 countries, is specialized in freelance work, such
as graphic design and mobile app development. Its most prominent market is Australia where even a walk-in office for contractors was created.

Developed by a start-up from Nuremberg,
Germany, Streetspotr is a mobile app for
the fulfillment of tasks “on the go”. Services to be solved using streetspotr include
obtaining a picture of something like a building, the opening hours of a shop or product placement check-ups.

US-based platform for transcriptions only.
The fee structure is dependent on the time
given for the transcription. About half of the
workers are US Americans.

mturk.com

clickworker.com

odesk.com

taskrabbit.com

microtask.com

onehourtranslation.com

Amazon Mechanical Turk

clickworker GmbH

oDesk Corporation

TaskRabbit, Inc.

Microtask Oy

One Hour Translation Ltd

Amazon Mechnaical Turk is the most wellknown micro service platform. It was one
of the first marketplaces for micro jobs,
launched in 2005. This platform is truly international. Typically solved tasks include
tagging pictures, writing short texts or short
transcripts.

Clickworker.com was founded in 2005 in
Germany to offer a German platform for
clickwork. With a self-service interface for
contractors, an office in the USA and an
app for task solving, this platform provider
is today working even internationally.

This international microservice marketplace has a stronger focus on tasks such
as article writing and web design/programming. Micro service workers are often freelancers.

TaskRabbit is a neighbourhood service
platform that connects contractors and
service workers living close by to help out
with small tasks such as lawn mowing, food
shopping, assembling furniture and the
like. Workers go through a thorough background and skill check process to ensure
that trustworthy and reliable service workers are provided.

Solving microtasks is fun on platforms
created by microtask.com. Coming from a
game industry background, the founders
had a mission to create a fun experience
for task solvers. One example: in an online
game called “digitalkoot” volunteers helped to digitalize the National Library of Finland by hunting moles!

This specialized crowd-based platform
offers translation services for over 70 languages with more than 15,000 translators
worldwide. It is considered to be “the fastest translation service in the world”.
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Recommended
readings

Crowdsourcing: Why the Power of the
Crowd Is Driving the Future of Business
Jeff Howe
With this book on the “power of many” Jeff Howe first popularized
the term crowdsourcing in 2006.

Crowdsourcing
Daren C. Brabhami
Small paperback introduction to the topic,
from May 2013.

Wikinomics

A Guide to Open Innovation
and Crowdsourcing: Advice
from Leading Experts in
the Field

Don Tapscott, Anthony D. Williams
Tapscott and William’s work on mass collaboration presents an understanding of
today’s business environment characterized by “openness”, “peering”, “sharing”
and “acting globally”.

Paul Sloane
An introduction into the wider field,
including crowdsourcing.

“Leading Open Innovation”
Getting results from crowds
Ross Dawson, Steve Bynghall
An introduction to the field of crowdsourcing from a business perspective.

Anne Sigismund Huff, Kathrin M.
Möslein, Ralf Reichwald
A practical guide for reflective managers
on the design and implementation of open
innovation and crowdsourcing initiatives.

Samasource
Lambert M. Surhone, Mariam T. Tennoe,
Susan F. Henssonow
This book presents how the platform samasource empowers the poor in countries
like Haiti, Kenya or Pakistan by microwork.
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Learning about the motivation behind

Julia M. Jonas
Julia M. Jonas is a research associate and PhD student with a focus on service
innovation at FAU Erlangen-Nurembergs Chair of Information Systems 1.

For somebody who has never
heard of micro service markets – what are they?

What is your motivation for
this brochure on micro service markets?

Micro service markets are online marketplaces for tiny tasks.
These tiny tasks are often very
simple, but cannot be accomplished by a computer program.
To give these tasks, such as
proofreading thousands of dictionary entries, to one individual
would be close to a punishment,
and would take one person a
very long time. But for a large
crowd, the accomplishment of
the task is just a few clicks away,
a matter of seconds or minutes.
We can illustrate the principle
with the example of Cinderella:
the task of sorting buckets of
peas would take Cinderella several hours. By having a crowd of
helpers, a large group of doves,
the task can be fulfilled quickly,
without big efforts for each individual dove. Micro Service Markets are today’s virtual marketplaces to find the right helpers.

The major reason for this brochure is that we want to show
the potential of outsourcing
micro services for SMEs and
create awareness of the current possibilities. Whilst crowdsourcing topics are currently
finding their way into the daily
life of more and more people
(e.g. through crowdfunding or in
social crisis management), there is still great potential to make
use of micro service markets in
a business context.
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Additionally, the principle behind micro service markets is
of course fascinating: whoever
has the skills to solve a task,
no matter where in the world,
can earn money or accomplish
voluntary work on the fly. Micro
service markets bring workers
and work together. At the same
time, micro task solving is a
great chance for workers living

Editors
Prof. Dr. Albert Heuberger
Prof. Dr. Kathrin M. Möslein

in poverty to earn some money
and a “boredom killer” for smart
phone users worldwide.
Overall, using and managing
micro services is a really challenging concept. Only a deep
understanding of the underlying crowdsourcing principles
will help to create sustainable
business models and ensure a
responsible use of the power of
the crowd.

photos described by tags with
the help of the crowd. Translations for many short pieces of
text would be another typical
case. To engage a translation
office for a basket of 2-3 liners
would be exaggerated – the
crowd will accomplish a task
like this easily in short time and
without too much of an administrative effort for you.
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Scenarios for utilizing micro
service markets could be that
you have large files of pictures that lack any description,
date or other categorization. To
make them a valuable picture
database for your company,
you could have pictures and

The texts in this work are licensed
under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International
(CC BY-NC 4.0). It is attributed to the
Chair of Information systems I at FAU
Erlangen-Nuremberg.
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